Green Bear Guidelines
Online Perpetrators
Online Perpetrators
There are an estimated 500,000 predators active each day
online, and all have multiple online profiles.
Perpetrators like the internet because they have instant access to
other child predators word-wide. These predators:
Validate abnormal behavior and openly discuss sexual desires
Gather and exchange child pornography
Share tips for avoiding law enforcement
Work together to lure victims.

How Can Perpetrators Lure Child Victims?
Disguise identities for attracting children (may pose as another child)
Build a long-term internet relationship with a potential victim prior to
engaging the child in physical contact
Groom online - Perpetrators can be charming and friendly, claiming to
understand victims and be sympathetic to their issues, lulling a child
into a false sense of security.

Children are Susceptible to Online Predators
Curiosity. Children are naturally curious about sex. By acting as
guides, predators can exploit this curiosity and gradually lure children
into sexual activity. It is better for you to discuss your views on sex and
body safety rather than your child hearing it randomly from an online
perpetrator.
Rebellion. Children may become rebellious when reaching adolescence,
and predators can take advantage of this rebellion.
Attention. Even if children receive ample attention from their families,
they still crave it from others perceived as older and mature.
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Reasons Children Enjoy
Being Online
Easy access to any type of information
Easy way to communicate with friends
and family privately.
Can make "new friends"
Enhance creativity by sharing ideas,
music and art
Meet and interact with others who share
similar interests.

Any child can be victimized online - it does not
matter if a child is a straight "A" student, is
considered well-adjusted
or has many friends.

Online Grooming
A predator may attempt to groom children
online by:
Flattery. Perpetrators may compliment your
child and attempt to turn them against their
family or friends.
Bribes. A perpetrator may send gifts like cell
phones or bus/train tickets.
Inappropriate contact. Perpetrators may
discuss adult subjects and ask children to keep
secrets from parents.
Inappropriate photos. Perpetrators may ask
a teen for revealing images, and later utilize
those photos as a type of revenge porn or
sextortion.

Indications Something May Be Wrong
Excessive time online - especially at night
Mention of people you do not know
Changes in behavior such as secretiveness or inappropriate sexual knowledge
Your child quickly changes the computer screen when you enter the room
Receipt of gifts or frequent packages and your child cannot explain where they came from.

For more information on online safety log on to:
www.missingkids.org/netsmartz/resources
If you feel your child has been targeted online, log on to:
www.missingkids.org/gethelpnow
Or contact the FBI at www.tips.fbi.gov
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